HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR DENTIST
Not all dental practices are created equal
WE HAVE SOME TIPS TO HELP YOU FIND THE PERFECT FIT.

1. Does the practice place emphasis on safety and cleanliness?
At ProGrin Dental, we take pride in our facility and technology. Our staff has thousands of hours of safety
related training to ensure our patients receive high quality dental care in the most clean and sterile environment. We also utilize state-of-the-art technology, such as digital radiography that reduces the amount of
exposure by 50% compared to traditional x-rays.

2. Find out how the practice values patient relationships?
There’s a saying in our office that “we make every patient feel like the only patient.” Our goal is build lasting relationships with each person who comes to us. We desire to be more than your dental practice…We
want to be your friend. Our vision at ProGrin Dental is to create “The Perfect Patient Experience.”

3. Does that practice refer a lot of procedures out to specialists?
At ProGrin Dental, we strategically have dentists on our team with a wide variety of skills and specialties.
This reduces the need to refer patients out of our office for dental work. We actually do about 99% of root
canals, implants and wisdom teeth extractions right here in our office. This results in tremendous time and
cost savings for you.

4. Will they tailor treatment plans to your goals and budget?
We understand that everyone has unique goals for their smile and different financial situations. We’re okay
with that. Our goal is never to sell you on any dental treatment. Our goal is diagnose, give you options and
allow you to make the decision on how you would like to proceed. We always focus on you as the individual
and finding treatment options for your needs
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5. Do they offer extended hours to work with your schedule?
Time is valuable! We strive to honor you by providing office hours that are convenient to your whole family’s
schedule. Many of our patients appreciate our Saturday hours in our Boiling Springs office so they don’t
have to take any time off of work. We’re also on call 24-7 in case you have that unfortunate after hours
toothache!

6. Does the practice see children?
We love kids! And the kids love us! They are a huge part of our practice. Our doctors and staff are well
trained on helping each child feel completely comfortable during their visit. Believe it or not, we have moms
tell us that their children actually ask them if they can come back again.
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